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"You!"

Sebastian's face darkened completely when he saw that Angus was preparing to take action by force.

He knew very well that Angus had three Almighty State martial artists. They were the much stronger side!

If both sides started to fight each other, the Hiltons and the Golans would lose!

However, he was still set to inherit the Hiltons. There was no way he would lower his head to Leon!

He could not stomach the idea!

Just as he found himself in an incredibly difficult spot, they suddenly heard the frantic arrival of some cars. A few luxury cars

arrived on the spot!

Right after that, the doors opened. Gordon and Dawn were with a dignified-looking old man. They also had over a dozen experts

from the Hughes that walked out of the cars with them!

That dignified old man was Dawn's grandfather. The current head of the Hughes, Alan Hughes!

At that moment, Alan's face was completely furious. He was full of murderous intent, and he oozed a sense of danger. It caused

anyone to look at him to shudder!

"Why are Elder Hughes and the family here?"

Sebastian, and Eliam were a bit shocked to see that. They looked uncertain.

Joel in particular seemed to think about something and understood the situation!

Seth told him before that Seth planned on notifying Gordon so Gordon would not fall to Leon!

However, it was stopped by Joel!

At the time, he hoped that Leon would cripple Gordon and anger the Hughes into attacking Leon!

Looking at Alan and the others arrive with such murderous intent, he vaguely guessed that his plan succeeded.

However, he was quite stunned to see Gordon standing next to Alan unharmed. He could not understand why Gordon was not

crippled by Leon!

Just as Joel was thinking about that, Alan and the others walked over to Angus and the Thompsons before they stopped not too

far away.

"Elder Hughes, it's been a while!" Angus' heart was beating rapidly. He had an uneasy feeling in his heart.

This time, he hurried over to the Scammells precisely because he was worried that the Hughes would end up attacking Leon!

At that moment, Alan let the experts from the Hughes over. He was not surprised at all.

Of course, the Thompsons and the Hguhes had a decent relationship with each other.

Alan was also the head of the Hughes, and was one of his seniors.

Even if he knew that Alan came with ill intentions, he still made sure to maintain a level of respect, greeting Alan.

"Angus, you came at the perfect time! That Leon brat killed my grandson, Darius. However, Yuri decided to protect him and save

him! You Thompsons better give me an explanation for this. Otherwise, don't blame me for not treasuring our past relationships!"

Alan said angrily, going straight to the point.

"What? Darius was killed by Leon?"

Hearing that, Joel and Seth were shocked, finally understanding why Alan was there!

The two of them already planned on giving up on Gordon and using Gordon as cannon fodder!

Yet, the two of them never expected that Gordon would be completely fine. Instead, it was somehow Darius that died at Leon's

hands!

Was that not too unbelievable?

The two of them could not understand how Gordon pulled it off!

However, that was not important. The most important thing was that Darius was killed by Leon. There was no way the Hughes

would let Leon off easily!

That way, they would be able to achieve their goals, and it would greatly exceed their expectations!

It was obvious how happy they were!
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